
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of business analysis & reporting analyst. If you are looking for an
exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for business analysis & reporting analyst

Participating in planning and execution of various cost saving initiatives
throughout the company as appropriated by Senior Management
Monitoring controllable SG&A costs for shared services departments
Preparing and reviewing trend reports with business managers in order to
obtain feedback for projection updates
Creating and maintaining high level summary, detailed and department
specific reports on Shared Services expenses as requested by Senior
Management
Working closely with developers (when needed) to update Hyperion Planning
Reporting tool
Assisting in the preparation of global budgets, run rates, head count tracking
and variance commentaries between actual results and projections
Assisting in the allocation process of consolidated Shared Services costs to
the Front Office using PCMCS
Interfacing with the Global Heads of the Shared Services departments (HR,
Operations, Legal, Accounting)
Assisting with the year-end compensation process by showing how business
requirements for the coming year impact the expected spending
communicated to senior management
Performing ad hoc analysis and participating in various business building
initiatives requested by Senior Management

Example of Business Analysis & Reporting Analyst
Job Description
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Self-starter, results-oriented and problem-solving qualities are desired
1-3 years experience as a Business Analyst/Project Manager
Track system issues and bugs to resolution
Strong communication and customer service skills (verbal and written)
Ensure all output is provided in a manner that demonstrates complete data
integrity, is clearly and comprehensively substantiated, and which anticipates
the impact of any known scenarios of contextual completeness anticipate the
impact of completeness in a booking location view versus a domicile view of a
dataset
Advanced knowledge in Visual Basic (VBA) that would facilitate in automation
of scorecard and reports


